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Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks 

Answer ALL questions 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks) 

1. Why the stator core is laminated? 

2. Define voltage regulation. 

3. What is meant by ‘Torque Angle’? 

4. What is meant by hunting in synchronous motor? 

5. Why the rotor slots are slightly skewed in squirrel cage IM? 

6. A 50 Hz, 6 pole, 3–phase induction motor runs at 970 rpm. Find slip. 

7. What are the starting methods used in three phase induction motor? 

8. Define the term crawling. 

9. Why single phase induction motor is not self starting? Mention any one 

method of starting. 

10. List the applications of single phase induction motor. 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks) 
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11. (a) (i) Describe construction and working of an alternator. (8) 

  (ii) Derive the emf equation of an alternator. (8) 

Or 

 (b) Explain the determination of direct and quadrature axis synchronous 

reactance using slip test.   (16) 

12. (a) (i) Draw and explain the phasor diagram of a synchronous motor 

operating at lagging and leading power factor. (8) 

  (ii) A 1000 KVA, 11000 V, 3–phase star-connected synchronous 

motor has an armature resistance and reactance per phase of 

3.5 Ω  and 40 Ω  respectively. Determine the induced emf and 

angular retardation of the rotor when fully loaded at 0.8 p.f. 

lagging and  

0.8 p.f. loading.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) Write short notes on : 

  (i) V–curves of synchronous motor. (8) 

  (ii) Synchronous condenser.   (8) 

13. (a) (i) Explain the principle of operation of 3-phase induction motor 

and explain how the rotating magnetic field is produced by 

three-phase currents.   (10) 

  (ii) A 50 HP, 6–Pole, 50 Hz, slip ring IM runs at 960 rpm on full load 

with a rotor current of 40 A. Allow 300 W for copper loss in S.C. 

and 1200 W for mechanical losses, find 
2

R  per phase of the 3-

phase rotor.    (6) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Derive an expression for the torque of an induction motor and 

obtain the condition for maximum torque. (10) 

  (ii) A 3-phase IM has starting torque 100% and a maximum torque 

of 200% of full load torque. Find slip at maximum torque. (6) 

14. (a) (i) Explain clearly any one starting method of three phase IM. (10) 4
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  (ii) A 15 H.P., three phase, 6 pole, 50 Hz, 400 V, delta connected IM 
runs at 960 rpm on full load. If it takes 86.4 A on direct starting, 
find the ratio of starting torque to full-load torque with a star-
delta starter. Full load efficiency and power factor are 88% and 
0.85 respectively.   (6) 

Or 

 (b) Explain the following methods of speed control scheme. 

  (i) Cascaded connection.   (8) 

  (ii) Slip power recovery scheme.  (8) 

15. (a) (i) Explain with neat diagram the construction of single phase IM.(8) 

  (ii) Explain double revolving field theory. (8) 

Or 

 (b) Explain the construction and working principle of  

  (i) Linear reluctance motor.   (8) 

  (ii) Hysteresis motor.   (8) 

————————— 
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B.E./B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2010 

Fifth Semester 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering 

EE 2302 — ELECTRICAL MACHINES – II 

(Regulation 2008) 

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 Marks 

Answer ALL questions 

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 Marks) 

1. Write the causes of harmonics in the voltage and current waves of electrical 

machinery? 

2. What are conditions for parallel operation of alternators? 

3. List the inherent disadvantages of synchronous motor? 

4. When is a synchronous motor said to receive 100% excitation? 

5. Under what condition, the slip in an induction motor is 

 (a) Negative  

 (b) Greater than one. 

6. What are the two fundamental characteristics of a rotating magnetic field? 

7. State two advantages of speed control of induction motor by injecting an e.m.f 

in the rotor circuit. 

8. What is the effect of change in input voltage on starting torque of induction 

motor? 

9. What are the drawbacks of the presence of backward rotating magnetic field in 

a single phase induction motor? 

10. What are the demerits of repulsion motor? 

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 Marks) 

11. (a) (i) Derive the e.m.f. equation of an alternator. Explain pitch factor and 

distribution factor.   (12) 

  (ii) A 3 phase, 6 pole, star-connected alternator revolves at 1000 r.p.m. 

The stator has 90 slots and 8 conductors per slot. The flux per pole 

is 0.05 wb (sinusoidally distributed). Calculate the voltage 

generated by the machine if the winding factor is 0.96. (4) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Elaborate the discussion on capability curve with its boundaries of 

synchronous machine.   (8) 

  (ii) Discuss the parallel operation of two alternators with identical 

speed/load characteristics.  (8) 
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12. (a) (i) Draw the equivalent circuit and phasor diagram of a synchronous 

motor.    (8) 

  (ii) Explain the significance of V and inverted V curves.  (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Discuss the methods of starting and procedure for starting 

synchronous motor.   (10) 

  (ii) A 3000 V, 3 phase synchronous motor running at 1500 r.p.m, has its 

excitation kept constant corresponding to no-load terminal voltage 

of 3000 V. Determine the power input, power factor and torque 

developed for all armature current of 250 A if the synchronous 

reactance is 5Ω  per phase and armature resistance is neglected. (6) 

13. (a) (i) Discuss the different power stages of an induction motor with 

losses.    (8) 

  (ii) An 18.65 KW, 4 pole, 50 Hz, 3 phase induction motor has friction 

and windage losses of 2.5% of the output. Full load slip is 4%. Find 

for full load 

   (1) rotor copper loss,  

   (2) rotor input  

   (3) shaft torque  

   (4) the gross electromagnetic torque.  (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Write a brief note on induction generator. (8) 

  (ii) Write a brief note on double cage rotor induction motors. (8) 

14. (a) (i) Explain the speed control of three phase induction motor by pole 

changing.   (8) 

  (ii) Explain the rotor rheostat control of 3 phase slip ring induction 

motor.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) Discuss the various starting methods of squirrel cage induction motors. 

     (16) 

15. (a) (i) Explain the operation of a single phase induction motor using 

double field revolving theory.  (8) 

  (ii) Explain the operation of shaded pole induction motor with neat 

diagram.   (8) 

Or 

 (b) (i) Explain the principle and operation of AC series motor. (8) 

  (ii) Explain the principle and operation of reluctance motor and state 

its applications.   (8) 

—————— 
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B.E./B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATION, NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2011.

Fifth Semester

Electrical and Electronics Engineering

EE 2302 — ELECTRICAL MACHINES — II

(Regulation 2008)

Time : Three hours Maximum : 100 marks

Answer ALL questions.

PART A — (10 × 2 = 20 marks)

1. What do you mean by single layer and double layer winding?

2. What are the various function of damper winding provided with alternator?

3. What is a synchronous capacitor?

4. What are V–curves?

5. Why are the rotor slots of a 3 phase induction motors skewed?

6. Define slip of induction motor.

7. State the effect of rotor resistance on starting torque.

8. What are the various method of speed control of 3 phase induction motor?

9. What type of motor is used for ceiling fan?

10. State the application of shaded pole motor.

PART B — (5 × 16 = 80 marks)

11. (a) (i) Derive from first principle, the EMF of 3 phase alternator. (8)

(ii) The following open circuit and short circuit test are made on a 6000 kVA, 6600 V, star 
connected, 2 pole, 60 Hz turbine driven alternator. If I = 125 A, at open circuit terminal 
voltage = 8200 V. With armature short circuited I = 125 A. IL = 800 A (line). At the rated load 
and upf armature loss is 1.5% of out put. Determine the percentage regulation at rated load 
and 0.8 p.f. lag. (8)
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Or

(b) (i) Explain how will you determine the d and q axis reactance of a synchronous machine 
in your laboratory. (8)

(ii) For the salient synchronous machine, derive the expression for power developed as a 
function of load angle. (8)

12. (a) Explain V–curve and inverted V curve. (16)

Or

(b) Explain effect of changing field current excitation at constant load. (16)

13. (a) (i) Explain with neat sketches the principle of a 3 Phase induction motor. (8)

(ii) A 6 pole, 50 Hz, 3-Phase, induction motor running on full load develops a useful torque of 
160 N m. When the rotor emf makes 120 complete cycle per minute. Calculate the shaft 
power input. If the mechanical torque lost in friction and that for core loss is 10 N m, 
complete.

(1) The copper loss in the rotor windings.

(2) The input the motor.

(3) The efficiency.

The total stator loss in given to be 800 W. (8)

Or

(b) (i) Explain top slip characteristic of 3 phase induction motor. (8)

(ii) Develop the equivalent circuit for a 3 phase induction motor. (8)

14. (a) Describe with a neat sketch, the principle and working of a star delta starter and 
autotransformer starter of a 3 phase induction motor. (16)

Or

(b) Explain, with a neat sketch, slip power recovery scheme of 3 phase induction motor. (16)

15. (a) Explain with a neat diagram the following types of single phase induction motor.
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(i) Split phase induction run motor.

(ii) Capacitor start induction run motor, and also draw the slip torque characteristics. (16)

Or

(b) Describe the constructional features & principle of operation of hysterisis motor and AC 
Series motor. (16)
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